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Chapter 1 

An Old Friend 
A horrible reeking of blood and sweat made itself up the utter mess of my nostrils as I 

attempted to make out where I was and what had happened to me. My head, utterly 

stunned and bruised was unable to process a single train of though. “Breathe deeply”, I 

told myself and I took an inhalation of air, only to find that wretched odor of blood and 

sweat climb up my nose again. My eyes instantly shot open and before I could respond to 

anything, my gag reflex got the best of me as I hurled bloody vomit all over the place. 

There were piles and piles of fallen warriors around me, impaled, battered and horribly 

dismembered. 

 

Thankfully, this served as a huge wake-up call to me as I then remembered where I 

was, the Battlefield of Sangju. In slow jerky movements, I managed to stand up and 

recited to no one in particular, “I am Naitou Hideyoshi, ashigaru and protector of 

General Yukinaga. The year is 1592, the Battle of Sangju!” I smiled at myself. That 

was one problem down but definitely several more to go as I now realized I’m stranded 

on Korean soil still wearing my Japanese conscript uniform. I would be tortured and 

executed if anyone saw me like this. And even worse, my general and comrades were 

probably well gone now, who knows how long I had been unconscious for? A sharp 

“neigh!” interrupted me as I pondered through all those thoughts. “A horse”, I thought 

to myself. I grabbed and equipped an arquebus from a fallen Japanese and peasant 

outfit from a fallen Korean soldier beside me and scanned my surroundings to 

hopefully spot the steed. Like the luster on armor, the sunlight reflected off steed’s 

bright mahogany coat and caught my eye. I rushed over to find that it was struggling to 

get the piled bodies off its side and legs and used my still weak body to roll the 



carcasses off the horse. The mahogany horse scrambled its legs to a standing posture 

and bowed its head me like a sign of respect and gratitude almost. “Nyoshi….” I 

whispered into the steed’s injured ears.  This horse was familiar, I had ridden a horse 

called Nyoshi into my past battles for an eternity and it was undeniable that the steed 

standing before me was indeed Nyoshi. “Kité,” I told him as Nyoshi followed me to a 

clearing. I noticed he walked with a strange gimp as he walked and I carefully 

examined the steed to find its legs had been quite injured. I comforted Nyoshi, “I’ll get 

you fixed up, my old friend.” We continued like two comrades and friends into the 

forest ahead of us. 

 

Chapter 2 

The Spring 
I couldn’t help but notice a strange melodious humming coming from within the 

depths of the forest. Accompanying this was the heavenly rush of a waterfall and 

together, the two voices were like a beautiful duet. Using the best of my scouting 

skills, I attempted to trace down the voices with Nyoshi following close behind me. 

What I found afterwards was breathtaking, a spring in what seemed to be a clearing 

in the center of the forest. I stood in amazement for several seconds and later rushed 

myself and Nyoshi to the water. It was definitely a refreshing feeling. 

“Hey, sir!” someone called out to me. My instincts told me to reach for the arquebus 

that slung around my shoulders but I stopped when I saw the young man standing 

before me. He looked around 20 years of age, dressed in a simple tunic and headband. I 

quickly changed my mindset to gather the Korean language I knew, “Errrrrr, 

hello…may I ask where I am?” The man seemed to completely ignore my request and 

walked over silently to Nyoshi who was still trudging along in the spring, trying to 

stomp on the fish that had quickly scattered away. 

“Is he yours? He looks terrible,” the man asked as he led Nyoshi and I to the other side 

of the spring and behind the waterfall where his belongings were. I nodded my head 

quite rhythmically, “his name is Nyoshi.” 

“A Japanese name? How rare,” he responded as I cringed at the fatal mistake in words 

that had just left my mouth. No more words were said as the man applied some herbal 

medication to Nyoshi’s wounded leg and bandaged them with utmost precision. 

Meanwhile, I had taken some time to examine the strange possessions of the man. A 

ring of 22 oblong pebbles had been lain out on the sand with a line of 7 fish lain across 

the length of the ring. Although strange, it was equally fascinating and eye-appealing. 

“I presume you are some sort of deranged artisan?” I asked the man. He chuckled to 

himself as he tied the last bandage around Nyoshi’s leg. “No no kind sir! I am the 

scholar Hangju Kim from Gumi, but you can just call me Han,” he responded. 

“Well that is a rather strange…layout you have there.” I pointed to the ring of rocks 

on the sandy ground. Han smiled as I mentioned it, “That, my friend is a very 

beautiful proportion, the very practical ratio between the distance around a circle and 

the distance across it. It is what any engineer or artisan needs to know, this lovely 

ratio. And would you like to know this ratio?” Han crouched down and pointed at the 

ring of pebbles. 

“22 units around a circle to 7 units across a circle. The ratio is indeed 22 over 7, or 

3.14. It is what we know as Pi!” I scratched my head at this seemingly random 

number. It was something I had never even learned about in my studies back in Japan. 

Han continued, “This ratio is great, even greater than the famous civilizations who 

had utilized this ratio to construct their most significant structures. Egyptians used 

this ratio to build the Great Pyramids; the Babylonians used this to build their 

palaces!” Han suddenly stopped and flushed a bit, “I’m sorry, I got a bit carried away 

there.” I was in admiration of Han’s knowledge about all these things I could never 



imagine of learning. 

“Anyhow, may I ask who you are?” Han suddenly questioned. I panicked as I tried to 

come up with a decent Korean name. 

“I am Naitou Sangju. My village Sangju was recently invaded by the Japanese and 

I’m trying to find a new home.” 

Han sighed, “The Imjin War has been quite chaotic hasn’t it? I do not see why we 

have to fight like this. Tyrant versus tyrant eh?” I shuffled my feet around, clearly 

feeling a bit of guilt. Han directed Nyoshi back to me. My steed looked much better. 

“I will be leaving to Ch’ungju tomorrow morning. My teacher is expecting to see me. 

We can travel there together if you want, Sir Sangju. At Ch’ungju, we will find you 

some decent shelter and possibly meet up with any other survivors from you vilage’s 

raiding.” Guilt began to overwhelm me but I held it back. 

“You generosity is greatly appreciated Han.” 

 

Chapter 3 

A Distressed Merchant 
We had traveled only for a few hours but I had already learned much about Han. 

He was born in Suwon where he was raised by his father until his father left to serve 

under King Taejong. Afterwards, Han was placed under the care of the wise scholar 

Yuan in hopes of learning the sciences and mathematics. I could see this was where 

Han’s brilliance came from. 

Not long after, Han and I became quite exhausted and we camped out on the side 

of the dirt road. We were sharing a rice bun and some nice jasmine tea when a mule 

and rider came into clear view. The rider was quite obviously a merchant but he 

seemed to be quite distressed as he passed by us, completely ignorant of our presence. 

We could hear his worried cries, “I’ve been cheated on, completely ripped off!” I 

watched Han then catch up behind the merchant and I followed not far behind. He 

asked the merchant what was causing so much distress. 

“Ah…stranger. Well you see, I believe I’ve been receiving some counterfeit coins 

from a certain customer but I have no way to distinguish between the genuine and 

fake coins. They all look the same. All I know is that the fake coin weighs differently 

but heavier or lighter? I’m not even sure. All I have is a scale which I’m afraid to use. 

I swear, only three more weighs and that piece of junk will snap!” I spotted a sack of 

coins in the merchant’s hands as the merchant then spilt the coins out onto a scale in 

two even groups. Han stared quizzically at the scale, “Merchant, I believe I know 

how to find your counterfeit coin. Is there only one counterfeit coin in this sack?” 

The merchant nodded. 

“Yes, I believe there’s only one in each sack of 12. But my friend, only a genius 

could pick out the coin using this broken-down scale.” Han ensured the merchant he 

knew what he was doing and went to split the 12 coins into three even groups of 4 

coins each. I examined his actions tentatively. 

“Now you see, I’ve split the coins into three groups, namely group 1, group 2 and 

group 3. One of these groups has the counterfeit coin obviously so, I weight them 

against each other. Which ever pair is not in equilibrium will determine which group 

contains the counterfeit.” Han proceeded to weight group 2 and group 3 against each 

other and I watched as the 3rd group outweighed the 2nd group. I heard a huge snap 

come from the scale and the merchant cringed. 

“Do not worry my friend. I have now determined that the bad coin is not in group 1. 

The second group is lighter than the third group. So now, I can rearrange the coins 

from group 2 with group 1.” 

I’ll interchange 3 coins between group 1 and 2 so I know group 2 has at least 3 good 

coins. There is a chance that the bad coin is lighter than the rest so it was previously 



in group 2 before I interchanged the coins. After interchanging, the bad coin might 

have been one of the three that went from group 2 to 1 or the remaining group 2 coin 

that wasn’t interchanged. Lastly, the coin may not have been in group 2 in which 

case, both group 1 and group 2 have good coins. However, I’m going to make a 

second interchange between group 1 and 3 with the last good coin that wasn’t moved 

the group 2 in the last interchange. This will help me work down two more 

possibilities: 1) The coin I’m interchanging from 3 to 1 is the bad coin and is heavier 

than rest 2) The coins I’m interchanging are both good coins in which case, group 3 

remains the same. Now that’s done with, I will go ahead and weigh group 2 against 

group 3 again.” I heard another bang go as the coins were placed on the scale. Again, 

group 3 outweighed group 2. I knew 

First Interchange: 

 

Group 1 (Good) Group 2 (Light) Group 3 (Heavy) 

Second Interchange:

 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 

what that meant from what Han had previously explained and analyzed where the 

bad coin was, “I see that the scale is in the previous position so that means the bad 

coin is still in group three and is heavier than the good coins. On the first interchange, 

Han exchanged only good coins and same with during the second interchange. But 

we know now that the heavy coin is among the remaining group 3 coins as during 

our second interchange, we transferred a good coin from group 1 to 3. So the next 

most logical step would be to weigh two of the remaining three coins.” I carefully 

placed one coin on each plate. They were in equilibrium but as I removed them, the 

scale snapped and fell onto the dirt road. 

I smiled at my mathematical feat, “Well there we go! Since those two coins balanced 

each other out, they are good coins, meaning that your counterfeit coin is this 

remaining coin I didn’t weigh.” I handed the coin back to the merchant to see he was 

now in a very jolly mood. 

“Oh thank you two strangers. I see you are both geniuses!” The merchant then 

reached into a pack on his mule and pulled two sticky rice wraps. 

“Here! This is for your help, strangers. My wife made them for me this morning. My 

name is Sijon by the way; I travel throughout this land in search of valuables and 

artifacts. I’d be happy to do business with you two fellows any day but I must leave 

quickly now. My wife wants me back by sundown.” We received the rice wraps from 

Sijon and waved goodbye to him as he raced down the dirt road. 

“Once you get a better scale, use that counterfeit as a weight to sort out your other 

counterfeits!” Han yelled out to Sijon. He gave a wave of approval in the distance 

and we sat back down on the side of the dirt road. Han spoke, “Well well Naitou, 

good job. I can see you are quite a distinguished mathematician as well!” I gave a 

hearty chuckle. 

“Naw, I did the easy stuff. Credit goes to you on those crazy interchanges. I could 

have never done anything like that.” 



“Don’t degrade yourself Naitou. Ah well, I guess that’s cheers to both of us then!” 

We bumped our tea cups and lay down, starting at the sun while indulging in our 

warm sticky rice wraps. I could tell Nyoshi was hungry for some too. 

 

Chapter 4 

Confusion at the Roadside Inn 
It was now late during our second day of travel and we were gradually nearing 

Ch’ungju. Through our trip, Han and I had taken turns riding on Nyoshi for when 

one was tired, we could rest. I could really see the Nyoshi was getting along with 

Han quite well. 

Soon enough, the sky started to dim and we just happened to pass by an Inn where 

we decided we would stay for the night. Unfortunately, the place wasn’t steed 

friendly and I had to leave Nyoshi in a stall to the rear of the inn. As we walked 

through the large wooden doors of the inn, we could see there was a rather large 

commotion going on, accompanied by tons of applause and loud commenting. An 

elderly man appeared behind us and tapped us behind the shoulders. The commotion 

quieted down as Han and I stood in the middle of the lobby, a bit embarrassed. 

“Excuse me my good sirs. I am the owner of this inn Lao Su. Now if you’re not 

looking for a room, I’m urging you to leave now.” In an instant, the commotion 

roared up again. 

“If you don’t mind me asking, what exactly is with all this commotion Lao Su?” I 

questioned as I scanned the crowd of people and noticed that they were actually 

applauding to a young man at the reception area. Lau Su answered, “Well, I had a bit 

of a crisis earlier. I received 13 guests this evening each wanting their own room. But 

you see, I only have 12 rooms at the moment so there was obviously a bit of an angry 

response as all of my guests need a place for tonight. It seems that my bellboy has 

solved this problem though, so we’re congratulating and applauding his genius.” 

“Your bellboy must be quite intelligent indeed then Lao Su,” I said. Standing beside 

me though, Han was looking ultimately perplexed. 

“That is impossible! However, I’d like to hear from your bellboy first,” he retorted. 

With a finger, Lao Su called the bellboy over and standing before us was a scrawny 

young male. 

“This man over here would like to hear about your genius.” 

The bellboy gave a largely over-exaggerated smile and began to explain, “It’s quite 

easy in fact. I asked the last guest to wait a moment with the first guest in room 

number 1 so in the first room there were two people. Respectively, I took then took 

the third guest to room 2, the fourth guest to room 3 and so on until I took the twelfth 

guest to room 11. I then returned to room 1 and escorted the last guest to room 

number 12. Simple!” I was in awe of the boy’s ingenious problem solving skills but I 

could see Han wasn’t feeling the same way. He seemed to be thinking some facts 

over in his head before I saw a smirk come to his face and he began to speak. 

“That’s some nice thinking there my friend but…that could never work.” A feeling of 

surprise suddenly engulfed everyone in the room as it quieted down and everyone 

was listening to Han’s retort. 

“Let’s start from the beginning. We are trying to put 13 guests into 12 rooms such 

that every guest has his or her own room. Obviously that’s impossible; the most 

juvenile being could have told you that. You’re strategy seems quite logical but you 

made one small mistake. If we did as you instructed, where would our second guest 

go? You see, after you escorted the last guest into room 1 with the first guest, you 

should’ve taken the second guest to room number 2 and third guest to room number 

3 and so on until the twelfth guest was escorted to room number 12. Your last guest 

would still be in room 1 with guest one. Surely if you had done as you said, you 



would’ve noticed this!” A large “Oh, I see” came from the guests and Lao Su in 

perfect harmony but they then turned to glare angrily at the bellboy, who gave a 

small embarrassed laugh, “Ehehe…well, I guess I didn’t tell you the part I actually 

hadn’t tried my method out yet, it was just in my head.” 

“My friend, this is the first lesson for any logician. Always try out your solution for a 

problem before claiming you have solved so. Otherwise, you’ll cower in 

embarrassment when discovered as a false.” Applause then started for Han. The 

guests were now quite impressed of Han’s reasoning but I could only wonder what 

they would do with the last guest who didn’t have the room. 

  A few minutes later as we waited in the lobby to figure out how we would be 

sleeping for the night, Lao Su and the bellboy arrived in front of us. Something was 

rather strange though, and I see the Han sensed it too. It seemed that all the guests 

had managed to find a room. 

“Ummm…13 guests can’t each be put in a single room as there are only 12 rooms. 

Didn’t I just prove that your method couldn’t work?” Han asked, looking quite 

stunned. 

“Heh, you’re right, it couldn’t have worked. Lao Su and I just got two of our 

previous guests who happened to be brothers to share a room- with compensation of 

course- so we’d get an extra room. 13 guests can fit into 13 rooms individually just 

fine!” the bellboy answered. 

“Ahhh…lateral thinking. That’s the right way to go when there’s a problem that is 

clearly impossible to solve. Learn this and I guarantee you’ll become a great logician. 

We exchanged handshakes with Lao Su and the bellboy before finally asking where 

we’d be sleeping. Lao Su looked around the lobby, “Well, there are no more rooms 

left but I’d be more than happy to invite you to sleep in the lobby, free of charge of 

course!” It sounded like a good idea to us as we quickly accepted the offer so we 

could get some shut-eye. 

“Good night Han.” 

“Sleep tight Naitou!” 

 

Chapter 5 

A Missing Steed 
  After a very comfortable night’s sleep, I was awoken with a startle when Han 

suddenly started shaking me from the shoulders. He was looking quite panicked 

indeed. 

“Dear Buddha, Nyoshi’s gone!” That was exactly what I needed to hear to get me to 

awake from my slumber. In utter shock, I ran to the back of the inn to find that 

Nyoshi was indeed missing. It appeared he had been hacked free from his bonds to 

the fence. Knowing how fast Nyoshi could gallop, he could be anywhere by now. 

  After a woeful 3 minutes of moping, I walked back into the inn. Han was seated 

with Lao Su in the middle of the lobby where they were chewing down some 

breakfast. On the contrary when I sat myself down with them, we began discussing 

the whereabouts of the steed. 

“So…I’m hoping we can track down your horse for you,” Han suggested, “but there 

is one small problem.” He pointed over to Lao Su who began to speak in a sad tone. 

“I really do regret to inform you that General Yukinaga and his men were seen 

passing by last night so you know, there may be a possibility…” I didn’t even have 

to hear him complete the sentence to know Nyoshi was probably taken away but 

what really got me going was the fear they would recognize Nyoshi. Yukinaga would 

be looking for me soon and I knew I couldn’t stay hidden forever. The big problem 

would be explaining to Han about my background. Again, a huge swarm of guilt 

overcame me. 



“So…Naitou. I guess we’ll be pursuing Yukinaga if we expect to have a chance of 

finding Nyoshi,” Han stated. 

“No, just leave him. It’s far too dangerous. I wouldn’t want anything bad to happen 

to us…” I replied, knowing clearly it was just to avoid me being recognized by 

Yukinaga. Han gave me a look of affirmation accompanied with a firm nod.  

“Thank you for your hospitality Lao Su. We must leave now to Ch’ungju. It isn’t far 

from here now is it?” Han said. 

“Hmmm….if you leave now, you should be able to make it by two days in the 

morning,” replied Lao Su who was now handing us a pineapple, “yes, I know it 

seems kind of strange but it’ll keep you two with some nourishment. Pineapple’s are 

all I have.” We graciously accepted the fruit and left the inn in silence, back onto the 

dirt road. 

 

Chapter 6 

Of Pineapples and Divine Proportions 
  If my time-keeping skills were correct, I’d probably say that today was the 12th 

day of the third month and according to Han, this was quite accurate. Like usual, we 

groveled along the dirt path which we were now getting quite acquainted with. On 

my back was slung my arquebus and on Han’s back were his possessions and food. 

However, the disappearance of Nyoshi had made travel much slower as we no could 

no longer take turns resting while still traveling and we had to carry our supplies 

ourselves. All that made Ch’ungju seem a long ways off. 

  On three hours of non-stop walking with not a single word spoken, we decided it 

was time we took a break. And hungry as I was, I quickly dug into the pineapple 

which was still juicy and fresh, despite all the scorching heat we endured. We sat on 

the side of the road like we usually did but here, there was significantly more 

vegetation as we sat in the grass under the leafy Yeongsa trees to shade ourselves 

from the sun. Consuming the pineapple fiercely like a wild beast, I couldn’t help but 

notice that Han was busy staring at the pineapple rather than tearing into it to eat.  

I said to him, “You know, I can have that for you if you really don’t like pineapples.” 

Han shook his head and continued to grab a pile of twigs, laying them out in small 

groups. 

“Don’t worry about it, I’m just counting the pineapple,” he replied. I licked the side 

of my mouth, trying to get some pineapple pulp off my teeth and also trying to figure 

out what there was to count on a pineapple. 

“Care to fill me in as you’re the only one here I can talk to? Enlighten me with your 

magical counting abilities!” I said sarcastically as Han then placed the pineapple in 

my hand. 

“Count the spirals Naitou. There’s a shallow one from right to left, a steeper one to 

the left and a super steep one from left to right. There are three, right?” I nodded my 

head but I couldn’t see what was so great about that number. 

“Good, now count the number of hexagons in each of those spirals. Maybe that will 

clear some things up,” Han instructed me as I carefully marked the hexagons in each 

spiral. 

“Well Han, there are 5 in the shallow spiral, 8 in the steeper one and 13 across the 

super steep spiral.” 



   

“Good, those are the same numbers I counted.” Han kicked the three piles of twigs 

out of the way and continued, “Anyways, you’ll find that all pineapples have these 

numbers. It’s all part of nature. Now what if I told you that these numbers are quite 

special and are actually part of nature and life?” I stared at the pineapple quite 

quizzically. 

“Well, my education hasn’t gotten me as far as this but I’d love to hear about the 

significance of 3, 5, 8 and 13. I assume you’ll be the only person I ever meet who 

knows this much.” He took the pineapple from my hands and finally started to dig 

into the fruit. 

“Ahhhhh…Lao Su didn’t lie when he said these pineapples were delicious. Anyways 

you see, back in the early 13th century, there was an Italian mathematician by the 

name of Leonardo Fibonacci. He was the first to promote mainstream spread of the 

Hindu-Arabic number system from 0-9, rather than using the Roman system. He 

wrote a book called the Libus Abaci to introduce the Arabic number system. 

However, more relative to what we were talking about earlier, he posed a 

hypothetical question in the book involving the growth of a rabbit population based 

of idealized mathematical assumptions. 

 

Suppose a newly-born pair of rabbits, one male, one female, are put in a field. 

Rabbits are able to mate at the age of one month so that at the end of its second 

month a female can produce another pair of rabbits. Suppose that our rabbits 

never die and that the female always produces one new pair (one male, one 

female) every month from the second month on. How many pairs will there be in 

one year? 

 

Although Fibonacci himself never solved this, generation of passing down the 

Libus Abaci led to some trying the problem out. They figured that after one month 

they would mate but there would still be only one pair. By two months, the female 

produces a new pair making 2 pairs of rabbits. At the end of the third month, the 

original female produces a second pair, putting 3 pairs of rabbits in the field, and by 

the end of the fourth month, the original female gives birth to a third pair along with 

the female born two months ago producing her first pair. The sum is now to 5 pairs. 

Now you see, we have a sequence of 1, 1, 2, 3, and 5. Can you guess how many pairs 

were born the next month?” 1, 1, 2, 3 and 5 seemed to be a random set of numbers 

but there was one noticeable pattern I discovered. 

“I’m guessing 8, as a number seems to be the sum of the two previous numbers. That 

means the month after that, there would be 13 pairs of rabbits!” I answered and at 

that moment, I realized I had just related a pineapple to a rabbit’s family tree.” 

“Your guess would be correct Naitou. This rabbit problem led to the foundation of a 

number sequence now known as the Fibonacci Sequence or Series where the 

numbers were called Fibonacci Numbers. This is a function where f(n)= 

f(n-1)+f(n-2). Although this sequence seemed rather insignificant, over the years, 

people began to discover that many things in nature had relations to the sequence. If 

you hadn’t noticed yet, the pineapple’s spirals are Fibonacci numbers but rest assured 

this is not the only example of these numbers in nature.” 

As if he knew this area like the back of his hand, he ran off and in less than a minute, 
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came back with an armful of plants and seeds. He dropped the load and said, “Here, I 

have some randomly picked plants and seed heads. Now if I count the petals on these 

flowers, they should be Fibonacci numbers…and they are. This marigold has 13 

petals, this buttercup has 5 and lastly, this chicory has 21 petals. The same goes with 

this poppy seed which has 13 ridges and this pine cone which has 8 spirals on one set 

going to the right, and 13 spirals on one set going to the left. So you can see, 

Fibonacci numbers are everywhere in nature. I personally like to call them Nature’s 

Digits.” 

I shook my head in genuine surprise as I took those plants to examine myself. 

“I honestly would never have the time to notice these things but…wow. Any idea 

why it’s like this or is it just the way of nature?” I could see that my question had got 

Han pondering a bit until he pulled an abacus out of his sack. 

“You know, I don’t actually know. I’m not that brilliant but one thing I’ve noticed is 

that the ratios between any two consecutive Fibonacci numbers gradually reaches to 

something I know as the Golden Proportion or Phi. Let’s take any two consecutive 

Fibonacci numbers and divide them. 21 over 13 is…1.615 which is pretty close to 

Phi, which is 1.6180339887… it goes on for a while as it’s an irrational number. 

Anyways, the larger the Fibonacci numbers you use, the close you get to Phi. Now if 

this ratio has anything to do with why Fibonacci numbers are so much in nature, it’s 

probably due to the fact that this proportion makes objects look much more 

appealing to the eye. For example, a rectangle with a length to width ratio of 1.6 is 

much more appealing to the eye than anything else. It’s probably just nature’s way of 

being appealing!” I smiled as he finished up what he was saying. It was if I had been 

thoroughly enlightened by a genius. From out of no- 

        
With the Golden Proportion   Without the Golden Proportion 

 

where, a sunflower in the grass caught my eye as I picked it up and examined its face, 

with Han staring at it as well, probably counting the spirals again. 

“Nice find Naitou! If you count the sets of seed spirals, you’ll find there are 34 going 

to the right and 55 going to the left. How observant of you!” he commented but I 

shook my head. 

“That’s not what I noticed. I don’t think sunflowers grow around these areas. And 

also, a huge chunk of the seeds are missing…Nyoshi loved sunflower seeds.” We 

exchanged looks of utmost surprise before packing up our supplies and moving 

farther off the dirt road to hide. If Nyoshi was indeed with them, we were getting 

dangerously close to General Yukinaga and the soldiers. 

 

Chapter 7 

You’ve Got Mail 
  After a few awkward hours of resting in silence behind a shady Yeongsa tree, I just 

had to break the silence. 

“So, I guess we’re clear from danger now,” I whispered as I slowly ascended to a low 

crouch to scan the area around us. In doing so, Han stood up as well to stretch 

himself. 

“Ahh yes, that feels good,” he yawned loudly but my instincts got to me and I 



quickly pulled him to the ground. Off in the on the dirt road was a male horseman 

slowly approaching us. Fearing it would be a Japanese scout or soldier, I grabbed the 

arquebus from my back and steadily aimed at the figure. I knew it was probably 

wrongful for me to be shooting my own fellow Japanese men but it was for the safety 

of Han and I. 

  Just as I was about to fire the shot at the horseman’s head, Han grabbed my hands 

and told me to put down the rifle. 

He whispered to me, “I’m not sure but doesn’t that horse looking strikingly similar to 

Nyoshi?” I narrowed my eyes a bit to get the glare out, and then I could see that the 

horse was definitely Nyoshi. I held my breath for a second. 

“Han, I think we’re dead men. That horseman…or scout is definitely going to find us. 

He’d definitely recognize m…..” I whispered, cutting myself off from saying 

anymore. Han just continued to stare at the horsemen, furrowing his eyes as if he 

didn’t even hear what I nearly blurted out. 

“Han, you may be wrong. I hate to break it to you but I think I recognize that man. 

He’s a new scholar of the same teacher as mine. What was his name….Jung? Jeng? 

Ahhh…I don’t remember. I think I can go talk to him.” Considering that the rider 

wasn’t one of Yukinaga’s men, it was probably safe but one thing had me perplexed, 

“Why does he have Nyoshi?” 

“Well…if my memory serves me right, that man had always been some what of a 

thief. He may have just needed a horse. There may be a possibility Nyoshi had never 

been stolen by Yukinaga. Now put that arquebus away,” Han replied. I could see he 

had already made a start towards the horseman and I followed not far behind him. 

  Han and the horseman exchanged an articulate handshake which I assumed to be 

the Scholar’s handshake. 

“Hello fellow intellectual…” he greeted Han and then stared at me, “and fellow 

stranger. My name is Juun.” 

“Ohhh Juun, I believe I do recognize you. I am Hangju Kim, I study mathematics. 

My friend Naitou here and I are headed for Ch’ungju. The teacher is expecting me. 

How is he by the way?” Han asked. On doing so, Juun had widened his eyes. 

“The teacher is doing fine but I doubt you’ll be able to find him in Ch’ungju 

anymore. Speaking of which, you’ve got mail! I’ve been instructed by the teacher to 

give this to you. I just wonder how he knew you’d be here.” He pulled a small 

crimson envelope with an attached note and handed it to Hangju. As interesting as 

the discussion between Han and Juun was, I had to ask Juun about how he had 

Nyoshi. 

“Where’d you find this horse Juun?” 

“Oh this fellow? I found him stranded on the side of the road earlier. I just…had to 

take him with me,” Juun replied. This again reconfirmed the possibility Nyoshi had 

been taken by Yukinaga. 

“I hate to break it to you but this horse is actually mine. I have no idea how he got 

here but…he’s mine,” I informed Juun who didn’t at all seem reluctant to return 

Nyoshi. 

“Oh, I apologize for have taken him then. I just felt he would be helpful on my 

travels. He came with a note though when I found him but who knows what it says?” 

He handed me Nyoshi by the reins along with a folded note. I thanked Juun and not 

soon after, began to walk back down the dirt road in the opposite direction of us. Han 

chased him from behind screaming, “Where’s the teacher? And where are you going 

Juun?” I could see Juun give a friendly wave back at Han. 

“Read the letter I gave you. You’ll probably be heading the same way I am!” he 

answered. 

  So there we were, standing on the middle of the road to Ch’ungju, each with a 

letter in our hands. I could see that Han’s envelope was fastened with some sort of 

number dial lock and that Han was cross-examining the lock and a note he was 



holding in his hands. 

“That’s a rather strong looking lock there Han. Couldn’t you just rip it off the 

envelope though?” I suggested but I could see Han chuckling to himself a bit. 

“Why don’t you give it a try then?” Han handed me the red envelope which I 

discovered was quite heavier than it looked. I tugged as hard as I could at the number 

lock, trying to separate it from the envelope. A bit embarrassed, I could see that the 

lock wouldn’t budge at all no matter how hard I pulled. 

“I trust that my teacher knew how to ensure this letter got to the right person. It’s 

reinforced with iron which makes it pretty hard to tear away from the lock. The only 

way is to of course, figure out the digit combination which I presume only his 

students could figure out. Rather ingenious don’t you think?” I nodded my head 

rhythmically and stared at the number lock. It was something I had never seen before 

apart from the regular key locks. 

“Any idea what the combination might me?” I asked Han. The sun shone down on 

the number lock, revealing that it had 3 digits to decipher. Han handed me the note 

he had been reading and took the envelope from my hands, already trying to figure 

out the combination. 

“Well, he did give some clues. The number you seek may be said to be a Narcissist 

as a cube formed from each of its digits will make up the number itself. It has an 

undying bond with 17. That’s all I need and this number is of course…” Han freed 

the number lock and set it in my hands, “the number is of course 153!” I scratched 

my head a bit not knowing how he could have ever solved that. 

“And how’d you get that Han?” He explained the concept of 153 very briefly. 

“Well you see, the number is a so-called ‘Narcissist’ where a cube formed from each 

of its digits will make up the number its self. Basically, this means the sum of each of 

its digits cubed is of course the number. And from my background knowledge, 153 is 

the only number that has this property. 

 

153 = 1^3 + 5^3 + 3^3 

= 1 + 127 +27 

= 153 

 

Pretty interesting wouldn’t you say? Now, the undying bond 153 has with 17 is 

basically the fact that 153 = 1+2+3+4+5….....+16+17. That’s all there is to it really.” 

I kept the repeating the number 153 over in my head. 

“Hey, that’s pretty interesting! Anyways, what does the letter say?” I asked Han. He 

slid a sheet of parchment out of the envelope and held it in front so we could both 

read it: 

 

Sangju Kim, 

As I have many letters to write, I will keep this short. I have instructed all my 

students to leave the Ch’ungju area for the Imjin War is headed for the Ch’ungju 

Castle. We are headed for Suwon in the South and I’d advise you do the same as 

it is your home town However, as my most trusted disciple, I am asking you to 

perform an important but risky task. I left an important document at Ch’ungju 

and I need you to pick it up. Just remember to use your knowledge of “magic” 

and you should succeed. I am hoping the Japanese Imperialists don’t get there 

before you but stay safe and take care. 

 

   The Teacher 

 

Han was looking quite worried. 

“Well I guess I won’t be heading to a safe haven with the rest then,” he moaned, 

“You need not accompany me to Ch’ungju anymore as your safety is quite important 



to me. If you just head back down this road and take a right at the fork road, you 

should be able to arrive at Sach…” 

“Do not worry, I will accompany you. Your safety is quite important as well. Not to 

mention, I have Nyoshi who will be necessary if you are to make it to Ch’ungju 

before the Japanese. Deep in heart, saying that made me feel like an extreme 

hypocrite, along with another surge of guilt which I had grown used to by now. 

“So it is then Naitou.” We exchanged a firm handshake as a symbol of trust and 

bonding. 

“By the way, what does your letter say?” I nervously unfolded the beaten parchment. 

It was written in Japanese characters with red ink. Han retorted, “Oh darn, I guess we 

won’t be able to read this then. I suppose the Japanese really did have Nyoshi then. 

It’s probably nothing too bad though.” I rubbed Nyoshi’s mane and felt my heart sink 

like an anvil. 

“Yes…this message is probably just…nothing to worry about!” I tried to exclaim 

while holding back the sarcasm. But in front of me, the letter I was reading was far 

from nothing to worry about. 

 

Naitou Hideyoshi, we are looking for you. You will be able to find us in 

Ch’ungju within two days. 

 

   -Konishi Yukinaga 

 

“So Han, we should probably be rushing to Ch’ungju now?” I suggested to Han. He 

gave me a firm nod with a smile and we bulleted towards the North with the newly 

found Nyoshi. 

 

 

 

Chapter 8 

Into Ch’ungju and the Magic Number 
  “So I guess we’ve finally arrived then. It’s been a long journey,” I expressed with 

a long sigh. The two of us, after many long days of travel on the same dirt road, were 

now standing in front of the colossal front gates of Ch’ungju at the end of our trek. It 

was now the 14th day of the third month with the Japanese inching ever closer to us. 

Having never been to the city before seeing the huge walls surrounding it definitely 

intimidated me. It struck a nerve in me to think that this immense city would be 

completely devastated within a few days by Yukinaga, but it was also a firm 

reminder of the sheer immensity of the army I once belonged to. 

“Hmm…I don’t think they’re going to let us in if we just stand here. I’ll go speak 

with one of the guards,” Han proposed, getting off Nyoshi and approaching the 

wooden gates leading into the city, “Oh! And you’re probably not going to want to be 

carrying that arquebus around Naitou.” I removed the arquebus that had been slung 

around my back for the entire trip, and of which I had never used. It was left laying 

in the middle of the dirt road leading up to the gates. Han knocked loudly three times 

on the wooden gates that were towering over us. A small peep hole opened to the 

side of my head, giving me a bit of a startle. 

“Halt! Who goes there?” the guard’s voice boomed at us. 

“Ah yes, hello. My name is Hangju Kim and I came here to pick up an important 

document for one of my friends,” Han explained calmly. A kind look then appeared 

on the guard’s face, “Hangju Kim, the acclaimed mathematician and logician! Yes, I 

have heard much about you. You were the one who was teaching me about the magic 

of the number 142,857. You’re free to coming in any time” The guard’s face then 



turned to glare at me. 

“Who’s your friend there Sir Kim?” I shuffled my feet a bit but was held up by Han 

who explained to the guard in a dignified manner, “This is my friend Naitou Sangju. 

He is a colleague of mine from Suwon and has been accompanying me on my trip 

here.” The guard again responded with a smile and then ordered some men from 

within Ch’ungju to open the massive front gates for us. As I stepped inside, the 

condition of the city smacked me right up side the head. I could see the state of the 

city had startle Nyoshi a bit as well. Instead of the enormous and well-developed city 

I was expecting to see within the city’s walls, it was filled with Korean soldiers 

crouched down trying to do the last things they could do and exchange their last 

words before the Japanese arrived and they’d have to fight to their deaths. All this 

was definitely an eye-sore but I couldn’t stop starting and feeling empathetic at the 

last remaining civilians of the city and soldiers who had no where else to go. Having 

fought for Yukinaga before, I knew the levels of destruction he could cause and these 

soldiers might as well be sitting ducks. 

“Hey Naitou,” Han addressed, “No time to be enjoying the scenery, we need to get to 

my teacher’s place at the school quick!” He grabbed me by the arms and we made a 

quick dash through the labyrinth of alleys and stairs of the city with Nyoshi’s loud 

galloping acting as a pacer. 

  When we arrived at our destination, it too was not what I was expecting to see. 

The school Han had been talking about was actually just a small grassy clearing in 

the center of the city with a makeshift desk at the front of the clearing. 

“Ehehe, I know it looks like an embarrassment of a school but there are usually a lot 

more desks around this place, and books, and people. But we move around a lot 

so…” I nodded my head away at his explanation but what my head was focusing on 

was of course where his Teacher’s document. I wanted to get it done with fast so we 

could get out of the city soon, and avoid any contact with Yukinaga and his men. I 

approached the desk at the front of the clearing which I supposed was the only 

obvious area the document would be placed. To my surprise however, the desk was 

completely empty except for a few random numbered blocks laying scattered on its 

surface and a deep hole in the center of the desk. 

“Well I guess the document isn’t on the desk, where else could your teacher have put 

the document?” I asked as I then attempted to scan through the long grass of the 

clearing, the only other possible hiding place for the document. Han chuckled, 

“Please, please Naitou! My teacher is far more intelligent than that, to just leave 

important documents lying out in the open. Now, did he leave anything else on the 

desk?” 

“Nope, nothing except for some random numbers blocks from 1-9,” I responded, 

finally giving up of searching through the grass. I knew it was a futile attempt. 

“Number blocks? Knowing my teacher’s constructive skills, those number blocks 

should be the key then. No-one leaves number blocks lying around now do they?” 

He walked up to the desk and was already busy away trying to figure out what to do 

with those number blocks while I just stood behind him idly. Something had been 

piercing me in my head though. 

“Say Han. Why didn’t you just tell the guard I was from Sungju. What’s the point of 

covering up like that?” I asked Han who didn’t flinch a bit. 

“Let’s not get into that right now Naitou. Now, I think I’ve got this…” A concealed 

drawer on the under-side of the desk then popped open. It revealed what seemed to 

be three large boxes. It was rather surprising how Han managed to figure out where 

the documents were hidden so quickly. 

“How’d you ever figure that one out Han? A gut feeling or something?” Han used his 

finger to direct my eyes to the hole in the desk in which he had dropped the number 

block into. However, I still scratched my head over multiple times. It couldn’t 

possibly be that easy I was thinking. Han smirked and turned to me, “The teacher’s a 



rather crafty fellow wouldn’t you say? There’s a weight lock mechanism on this desk 

that opens up the drawers when these number blocks of different weights, were 

dropped in the proper sequence.” I found it to be a bit of a surprise that none of my 

superiors had ever considered this form of security before. It would be something I 

would bring back to Japan, if I ever headed back there. 

“That’s very clever, but what was the sequence?” I asked. In response, I was handed 

back Han’s letter from the Teacher and I tried to look for any concealed codes written 

invisibly on the letter. 

“Han, you won’t find anything. Read the letter, it says to remember the knowledge of 

magic. The magic number is of course 142,857. It’s a clever way of making sure only 

we scholars could get into the drawers.” I was pondering over the possible ways the 

number 142,857 could be magic. It was just a random 6-figure number to me. Using 

his finger, Han started to draw random figures in the air. 

“If you were wondering about 142,857, just let me tell you it’s not simply a secret 

code our organization uses. It’s magic because of its cyclic properties. Any 

multiplication of 142,857 just creates another permutation of the number: 

 

1 × 142,857 = 142,857 

2 × 142,857 = 285,714 

3 × 142,857 = 428,571 

4 × 142,857 = 571,428 

5 × 142,857 = 714,285 

6 × 142,857 = 857,142 

7 × 142,857 = 999,999 

 

Any further multiplication of 142,857 just creates some sort of variation on the 

number 142,857 or 999,999 such as:  

 

8 × 142,857 = 1,142,856 (Add the first digit to the last, and the last six will be 

142,857.) 

42 × 142,857 = 5,999,994 (Add the first digit to the last, and the last six will be 

999,999.) 

 

Dividing 142,857 also gives you the same cyclic permutations, just with a decimal 

point. And then finally of course, 142,857 is derived from the ratio of 1 over 7 which 

gives 0.142857 repeating. 2 over 7 gives the same effect of a permutation of 142,857 

repeating. That’s why 142,857 is magical!” 

 

 

Chapter 9 

Pandora’s Box 
  Like usual when Han gave me a lesson on mathematics or problem solving, I had 

firmly lodged the information in my head and I did so with the number 142,857, the 

magic number. Once that was done with, I turned my attention to the three boxes in 

the drawer. As I came closer to the desk, it revealed that the boxes were indeed 

locked. The box on the left was of wood, the middle of iron, and the box on the left 

seemed to be made of gold. There was one key on top the middle box with a note 

stuck under. 

“Another one of the teacher’s security measures,” I was thinking to myself as Han 

excavated the three boxes to the ground where he could lie down. He read the note 

out loud, “What you seek is within one of these locked boxes but which one? There 



is a key that can open any one of the three boxes but it will be lodged firmly in the 

keyhole and irremovable as soon as it is used. And remember none of the boxes tell 

the truth, or just one tells the truth. Choose wisely.” We scuffled around the clearing 

as Han stared quizzically into the air in deep thought. 

“Boxes can’t talk, how do you know if they’re lying or not?” I asked hypothetically. 

Han was obviously pondering over this as well before Nyoshi, who we had long 

forgotten about, went a bit berserk and knocked over the desk. This was all the 

motivation I needed before I decided to flip the three boxes over as well. What we 

both saw was rather confusing. 

Under the Wooden box 

It is in this box. 

Under Iron box 

It is not in this box. 

Under the Gold box 

It is not in the wooden box. 

“It looks like we’ve got another puzzle to solve,” I stated but Han didn’t seen keen to 

bother with the boxes. 

“Why don’t you give it a shot Naitou? You should know enough about logic by know 

to figure this one out,” he suggested and I was surprisingly eager to go ahead with it. 

I attempted to plot out the possible locations of the document. It seemed like 

complete contradiction but then again, there was another part to this puzzle, that they 

were either all lying or only one was telling the truth. I trusted in my knowledge and 

then proceeded to unlock the iron box, even Han didn’t stop me. It clicked open with 

the key being now firmly lodged in the keyhole. Han himself picked up a carefully 

wrapped document from inside the box. 

“Now like any logician, explain how you did it Naitou. I’d love to hear,” said Han 

who at the same time was flipping through the document. I spoke with a strong sense 

of self-accomplishment, “Well, I used the process of elimination of course! At first 

glance, all the box’s statements contradict each other but I do know that they are 

either all lying or just one of them is telling the truth. Well, there is contradiction if 

all are lying as then the wooden box would say it didn’t have the document while the 

iron box would say it had the document. However, the gold box then would say the 

golden box had the document, contradiction! If only the wooden box was true, then 

both the wooden and iron boxes would say they had the document. If it was the iron 

box which was the only true box, the wooden box would say it wasn’t in it while the 

gold box would say the document was in the wooden box. Finally, the only 

non-contradicting set of statements could only be made if the gold box was the only 

true box. Therefore, the wooden box would state it wasn’t in this box, the iron box 

would state it was in this box, and the gold box would state it was not in the wooden 

box. There is no contradiction there which means the document must have been in 

the iron box!” Han had given me several looks of admiration as I explained my 

processes. It felt good that I had caught on to the logician’s way on my travel with 

Han. 

“So, what was so important about the document anyways Han? Let me see it,” I 

asked but it hit me heard when I read the title of the document that Han handed to me. 

In both Japanese and Korean writing, it read, “How to End a War.” As I flipped 

through the worn document, I could see that it contained many strategies for making 

peace with the enemies aside from the usual “fight to victory” method. The 

document was rather soothing to look through. It had me realize the alternatives 

rather than fighting each other and inflicting chaos to deal with a situation. It dealt 

with the reasons why we fought, and why it wasn’t always necessary. On flipping 

through the pages, I said to Han, “Your teacher is a brilliant man. If only both our 

Korean superiors could look through this document. And even better is if we could 

show this to the Japanese.” Han nodded away at my suggestion. 



“I’ve considered doing those things before. This is why I’m going to give this 

document to you, Naitou Sangju, Naitou Hideyoshi.” And at that formidable moment, 

Nyoshi broke into a wild hop. The sirens and bells of the city created a chaotic fusion 

of disheartening noise. The Imperialists had finally arrived. 

 

Chapter 10 

Breaking the Ice 
In panic, I did what my instincts told me to, run. It was the peak of anxiety as I 

wasn’t really sure what I was afraid of. Was it the fact that the Japanese with 

Yukinaga would come capture me soon? Or was it the fact that Han knew I’ve been 

cheating with my identity? Even in all this disarray, I could see that Han hadn’t been 

stirred a bit. Giving me a stern but still friendly look, Han revealed to me he had 

known about my identity ever since we had first met each other. 

“Naitou, you no longer need to run. There is no dispute that you won’t be able to 

escape from the clutches of Yukinaga. Have no worry though as your identity is safe 

with me.” The statement had stopped me in my tracks as I turned around and gave 

Han a look of thanks. 

“But how? And why?” I stuttered, trying not to worry about the Japanese soldiers 

who could be here at any moment now. He crossed his arms and began to speak in a 

slow and deliberate tone. 

“Well, it wasn’t really that difficult. When we first met, you said you were from 

Sangju which had just recently been invaded by the Japanese. As far I knew, there 

were absolutely no survivors. I had checked the area earlier after the remaining 

Japanese soldiers had left. It was my job to look for any survivors but there were 

absolutely none. When you came, I was considering that I may have overlooked and 

was overjoyed when you said you were a survivor from Sangju. It was your name 

though that gave it away as not many parents choose to name their children after the 

Japanese. Even more revealing was the arquebus you’ve been carrying around. 

Sangju’s peasant soldiers were never trained to use arquebuses.” I wanted to slap 

myself hard for overlooking those things but it was too late now and I knew I 

couldn’t hide forever. 

“So why’d you bring me here then? To send me back to Yukinaga or was it the 

teacher’s request that you have me hold on to these documents?” I asked. Han didn’t 

hesitate at all as he replied, “it was a bit of both actually. But none of it was ever 

planned. I knew that you would eventually have to back the Japanese for if you 

didn’t, both our lives would be threatened. The document was never intended to be 

taken by you but I can see that it would be appropriate if this war were to ever be 

stopped. It is unlikely anyone will take consideration into it but it will serve as 

inspiration in the future.” All the chaos and confusion around us seemed to 

perpetually pause as I took the document with gratitude. It was just a faint glimmer 

of hope for peace in the future. And I knew I had learned much on my journey with 

Han. 

“Han. Thanks for taking me along with you here. I would’ve been a lost soul if it 

weren’t for your help and I’m sure I have learned much from you,” I told Han. We 

stood in a pause for a while, listening closely to the ascending volume of footsteps 

and horse-shoe clattering. Once the Japanese came, I knew it would be the last time I 

would be able to see Han. In a hurry, I managed to calm down Nyoshi. 

“Kité”, I whispered into Nyoshi’s ear which got him to stop jumping about so I could 

hide the documents under his saddle. I had to pause and think for a moment before 

mounting myself onto Nyoshi to the hands of Yukinaga and the soldiers which I had 

once fought beside. 

“The teacher must be a brilliant man. Will I ever be able to meet him or you again?” 



I queried as a whole group of what seemed to be scholars, ascended from the steps 

behind us into the clearing where we stood. The mass of them completely caught me 

off guard but I knew they had good intentions. I could see Juun in there, grinning 

broadly at me. Han just shrugged. 

“I hate to break the ice to you but the Teacher isn’t exactly a single person. You see, 

our group here consists of intellectuals from all around the lands, as we dedicate 

much of our lives to spreading the joys of knowledge, and protecting the victimized. 

Really, all of us are teachers. We only use that name as an alias to protect our 

organization from being corrupted by outside forces. I would have never told anyone 

about that but seeing as I will never see you again, I don’t see anything wrong with 

that.” In a sign of respect, I shook Han’s hand firmly. 

“It’s a very symbolic day for this to happen wouldn’t you say so Han? Today is the 

14th day of the third month in the year 1592. 3 point 141592- Pi. It’s the first thing I 

ever told you about when we first met. It is also the day when we finally say 

good-bye. I hope your future is as bright as the enlightenment of knowledge, of 

mathematics in fact!” Those were the last words I would hear from Hangju Kim 

before the group rode away, out of the city into safety. 

  That event had left me standing alone in the clearing, on top Nyoshi. I was still 

planning what would happen to me once I was found. Would they be grateful? Would 

they be angered? It was all inevitable but what really mattered was that I was now a 

changed person. As I pondered through all that, a Japanese cavalryman had arrived 

unexpectedly into the clearing from behind me. I turned myself and Nyoshi around 

so he would recognize me as non-hostility. I greeted him in Japanese which I hadn’t 

spoken for a long time and introduced myself. 

“Watashi-wa Naitou Hideyoshi. Hajimemashite?” The man saluted me before I saw 

Konishi Yukinaga appear from behind the man in his gleaming armor. A sense of 

strength and power radiated from Yukinaga. In his hand, he held an arquebus which I 

had recognized as the one I had left before entering the city. The two of us stared at 

each other curiously as if we hadn’t ever met before. In a swift movement, he handed 

me the arquebus with two hands. 

“Naitou Hideyoshi, would you like to fight by my side?” Yukinaga proposed. With 

hesitation but confidence as well, I took the arquebus and rode Nyoshi up beside 

Yukinaga. 

“It would be an honor, my liege. But there’s something I’d like you to take a look at 

first.” 

 

Chapter 11 

After Ch’ungju 
  It had only taken two days on March the 14th of 1592 to capture Ch’ungju. The 

capturing of Ch’ungju eventually led to success in the North as the capital city of 

Seoul was captured. I myself couldn’t avoid having to assist in the war and I regret it 

greatly. But I had definitely taken the document from Hangju and the other scholars 

into consideration. On showing it to Yukinaga, it did move him a bit. Behind his 

powerful shell of military superiority, Konishi Yukinaga was still a decent man, not a 

deranged war lord. We managed to capture both Ch’ungju and Seoul with minimal 

losses on both sides. It was the attitude, “No more than you need” which helped to 

reduce the inflictions caused during the battles. After the Japanese invasions, I had 

returned to my home country and was freed from military allegiance. I used what I 

had learned from Hangju back in Korea to work as a teacher for young and aspiring 

boys and men and was now married with a young girl coming soon. 

  Several months after the events in Korea, I was busy reading through the works of 

Pythagoras on musical theories when I was interrupted by a knock on the door. As I 



slid the door of my home open, I could see that it was a messenger who had knocked 

on the door. It was only one letter but I could see something very significant about it 

as I took it back into my study. Shuffling my tattered books off the table, I set the 

letter down to find it had a number lock on it with 6-digits. A note separate from the 

envelope had said, “You know what to do.” In my mind, I thought, “could it be?” I 

used what my memory could do to decipher the number lock. It seemed quite 

obvious as I turned the dials correspondingly to display the number 142,857 and with 

a gentle tug, the lock freed itself and I went ahead to read the letter that was inside 

the envelope. 

 

I have a new problem for you. A group of 100 soldiers had lost the following 

injuries in a battle: 70 lost an eye, 75 lost an arm, 85 lost a leg and 80 lost an 

arm. At the minimum, how many soldiers lost all 4 body parts? 

It’d be nice to hear back from you as I am safe now in the Imperial city of Kyoto 

under the guise of a scholar yet again. There are still many waiting to be 

enlightened with mathematics in this land. And trust me, my Japanese has 

always been quite sharp. 

 

-The Teacher 

 

I sat back on my bamboo seat and smiled to myself. Hangju was still around. There 

was still someone who I could learn from. I scrambled to find a piece of parchment 

to write a reply letter to. Now having so much mathematical knowledge and 

experience, the problem didn’t take long to solve. I would soon be near the ranks of 

Hangju Kim’s intellect. On the reply letter, I wrote: 

 

 

It’s quite refreshing to hear from you again. Anyhow, back to the problem. 

Adding up all the injuries, you’ll find that there were 310 injuries in total. As 

there were 100 soldiers in all, which means at least 100 soldiers had endured 3 

injuries. That gives us a total of only 300 injuries though. The remaining 10 

injuries go to 10 of the soldiers who must have lost at least 4 body parts. That’d 

be pretty hard to live with wouldn’t it? 

I hope I’ll be seeing you soon. 

 

     -Naitou Hideyoshi 

 

I sealed up the letter with the same number lock that had secured the envelope and 

set it on the table in front of me. 

“He’d be jealous of me,” I laughed. 

 

 

 
-The End- 
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